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In this note we give a proof of the estimate tin) = O(n%(n)) for the Ramanujan 
function T(n). The proof depends on a double application of the EichlerSelberg 
trace formula to the evaluation of the eigenvalues of the Hecke operators. 
The Ramanujan function I is defined as the nth coefficient in the q- 
expansion of the discriminant function 
d(T) = q fi (1 - qn)2* = f  T(n) qn, 4 = e2+T 9 and Im(T) > 0. 
n=l T&=1 
Questions concerning the true order of magnitude of T(n) lead to deep 
unsolved problems in algebraic geometry. Hardy [2] was the first to show 
that I = 0(n6). In this note we prove a slightly weaker form of Hardy’s 
estimate, namely, 
THEOREM. 
where u(n) is the sum of the divisors of n. 
Hardy’s proof of his estimate made essential use of the circle method in 
the analytic theory of numbers. The proof which we give in this note of 
the estimate (1) runs on entirely different lines and is made to depend on a 
double application of the Eichler-Selberg trace formula [ 1,3]. Needless to 
say, better estimates are known today. 
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ProoJ The trace ab(T,) of the Hecke operator Tn acting on the space 
of cusp forms A&, IJ of dimension -k and attached to the unimodular 
group r has been evaluated explicitly by Eichler and Selberg who found 
the expression 
aA = - I* 
jwzl<(4nP” 
H(4n - m”) F-yp, ) pn,> 
where 
- c d”-1 + &nV)(((k - ])/12) n(k/2)-1 _ nUk-l)/2)) 
din 
d<7L’/2 
+o if k>2; 
+ dfl) if k = 2, 
with 
pm = (m + i(4n - my)/2), 
(2) 
(3) 
and H(d) denotes the class number of the imaginary quadratic field 
Q((-a)ll”), and the asterisk * on the summation sign signifies that H(d) is 
to be weighted in the sum with i if d = 4, 4 if d = 3 and Q otherwise. 
6(x) = 1 when x is rational and zero otherwise. 
Consider the formula (2) with k = 12 and observe that aI, = I 
[4]. Taking absolute values will give 
I dn>l < ,m~& I ~““‘@?n, Pm)l z* H(4n - m2> + O(n60(n)). (4) 
lrn1<(4?LP 
Now using the fact that dim, A(2, IJ = 0 [4], we obtain from (2) the 
estimate 
c* H(4n - my < u(n). (5) 
lm1<(4nP 
Furthermore 
,m~(f$l,* I ~‘lo’hn 3 Pm)l < n5- 
Substituting the estimates (5) and (6) in (4) we obtain 
I +)I < n5 a(n), 
which is what we wanted to show. 
(6) 
Note added in proof. The Ramanujan Conjecture 1 T(P) 1 < 2px11s has been proved 
by P. Deligne, La conjecture de Weil. I, ZHES. 43 (1974), 273-307. 
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